The Tokyo Paralympics are set to open today, with host Japan hoping to use the event to give a boost to the nation's economy after a year of pandemic-related restrictions.

The Games, which will run from August 24 to September 5, will see 4,400 athletes from around 160 national teams competing for honours in 22 sports.

The Paralympics are a major event, with athletes from around the world coming together to compete in a variety of sports. The Tokyo Paralympics are expected to be a major event, with athletes from around the world coming together to compete in a variety of sports.

The Games are also expected to be a major boost to the Japanese economy, with the government hoping to use the event to刺激 tourism and other industries.

The Tokyo Paralympics are expected to be a major event, with athletes from around the world coming together to compete in a variety of sports.
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Qatar national football team trains ahead of European Federation for 2022 FIFA World Cup

Qatar Indian Association to host online chess tournament

Russell Soutas
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FROM RACE TO RACE

Qatar's Al Shaqab Racing and Dubai World Golf Championship have announced a partnership to create a new initiative that will involve both the sport of horse racing and golf in the Middle East.

The 100% Arabian Thoroughbred horse racing will be included in the upcoming Dubai World Golf Championship at the Emirates Golf Club at the end of this year.

Al Shaqab Racing was established in 2002 and is part of Al Shaqab Ltd, the world's largest bloodstock business and is known for its top-quality Arabian horses.

The partnership will involve horse racing events, with Al Shaqab providing the Arabian horses for the races, while Dubai World Golf Championship will provide the golf courses and facilities.

The aim is to create a unique experience for both horse racing and golf enthusiasts, combining the two sports in a single event.

The first event will take place on May 26, 2023, coinciding with the Dubai World Golf Championship. The races will be held at the Dubai International Racecourse, with the top Arabian horses competing for the Dubai World Cup.

The event is expected to attract both local and international participants, with top jockeys and trainers from around the world competing for the top honors.

Al Shaqab Racing's Managing Director, Mrs. Al Shaqab, said: “Our partnership with Dubai World Golf Championship is a significant step forward for both our organisations. We believe that combining the two sports will create a unique and exciting experience for all participants.”

Dubai World Golf Championship's CEO, Mr. Majid Al Kaabi, added: “Our partnership with Al Shaqab Racing will bring a new dimension to our events and will provide an opportunity for golfers and horse racing enthusiasts to experience both sports in a single setting.”

The partnership is expected to bring significant economic benefits to the region, as well as promoting Dubai as a leading destination for both sports.

Al Shaqab has also announced that it will be hosting a series of races leading up to the Dubai World Cup, with the goal of attracting top-quality Arabian horses from around the world.

The first race in the series will take place on December 23, 2022, with further races scheduled for January and February 2023.

The partnership is a significant milestone for both Al Shaqab Racing and Dubai World Golf Championship, and it is expected to set the stage for future collaborations and initiatives in the Middle East.

For more information, visit alshaqab.com or dubaiworldgolfchampionship.com.